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60 Sweary Designs - Incredible value! Important Note: This book is a special combo edition of
Swearing Cats, Swearing Dogs and Swearing Owls coloring books. If you already have more than
one of them, this makes a good gift to someone else! Not recommended for children. 60 unique
hand-drawn illustrations with swear words and funny cats, dogs and owls All images are printed
single sided to avoid damage to other illustrations from color bleeding. Some swears may appear
more than once, but only on different animals designs. Hours and hours of relaxation, mindful calm
and stress relief.
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I'll admit I'm a cusser. I cuss like a sailor, but I'm one of the nicest people you'll meet and I'm
respectful when I do cuss. But it is who I am, love me or leave me. Accept me or don't. I'm one of
those who love to color too. I was flipping through to see what new coloring books they had for
adults and when I came across this one I instantly fell in love. I love this book. It's my soul book lol.
It combined my love for drawing and bad words AND animals and just took my heart away. It's an
amazing book, fun to color and make you smile. Especially when you say every word or phrase in
the book already. It's like it knows you. Lol. Every design is intricate and fun. All drawings fit
perfectly with their sayings and just makes you giggling. You can't help but have a smile on your
face when you're coloring these pages. Paper is great quality, no bleeding through if you use gel
pens or markers. One thing I would suggest is having easy to tear out pages but other than that, this
coloring book rocks!

LOVE this book. I love how Thiago combined 3 of his books together to create one larger book. I am
a cat fanatic & love my dog as well. (have 3 cats & a dog) and my sis in law loves owls. So this is
something we can definitely pull out when we have a family coloring night. I love the phrases ans
that all his artwork is hand drawn! His designs are unique and you won't find anything like them
anywhere else. My only dislike on this book is that it doesn't come with the PDF file as most of the
other books do. I don't like to color in the books because I LOVE to show em off to everyone & have
a good laugh. I'm always so afraid to mess em up & then I can't go back & redo it. Oh well, for the
price I can't complain too much. Definitely worth it. SOO in love with all of Thiago's work.

This is one of the best adult coloring books out there. Thiago is a talented artist and the adult
phrases in conjunction with the art made me feel amused as I colored. Very relaxing and a fun book
to color. The illustrations are printed on one side and on good quality paper. I'm definitely going to
have purchase more copies so I can try out some different colors and I have a couple people in
mind to gift this to who would love this edition of his work.

This book has big, more simplistic drawings. If you're looking for bigger, swear pics, this a book for
you. The drawings are a little too, "kid-ish", for me. The pages are not perforated. You will need to
place, a couple sheets of paper, or a piece of card stock between the pages if you are a marker
colorist. Marker does bleed though.

I love the idea of coloring books with swear words. This is the first sweary book I bought. I admit I
bought it for the owls. The designs are pretty cheesy especially the cats and dogs and not
necessarily in a good way either. The designs look like no thought were put into them. The owl
designs are better than the cats and dogs. Another flaw is that you really can't remove the pages
from the book. Markers do bleed a bit through the paper but it isn't too bad. I find myself enjoying
more complicated designs than the ones found in this book. Not a great book but not a bad one
either. At least it is a good way to kill time on a rainy day.

I purchased 2 of these Cluster.... Coloring books (so far) one for myself and one for my mother for
her birthday as a stress reliever from her job. She laughed until she cried. As we have always said
her dad made swearing an art form and now she has them in art form.Each of the swears are
accompanied by cute and simplistic animal reminiscent of children's coloring books. The words are

all for Adult kids at heart with a case of "potty mouth" or may have humorous memories of some one
who did.~The book is full size~The pictures are one-sided~Paper quality is basic copier style
paperMy sharpies and Bic Mark-it's bled heavily all the way through leaving a watercolor effect
mirror image on the back . I would recommend cardboard or two pieces of heavy duty construction
paper to protect the other pages as you color. I have a few other people in mind that I will most likely
buy this for. I would recommend this book to others.

Being and avid colorist that started this past summer, and I fell into hook line and sinker; I have
collected a variety of coloring books, different types of mediums (pencils, pens, markers) ways to
keep them all organized. I am learning my style, new techniques and what I enjoy coloring; which at
the moment is pretty much most anything, although some of the finer detail areas have to wait for
days my wrists or eyes aren't bothering me; and having a magnifying glass also helps too. There is
such a wide variety of coloring books out there for adults; if you are looking for something to help
de-stress, to help cope maybe with different medical issues you maybe facing or whatever, don't be
afraid, just jump on it there and give it a shot; I am sure you will find something that will suit your
fancy and they even have coloring books for men too. A lot of these artists have GREAT talent, and
it surely shows when you flip through these pages. So, what are you waiting for? Pick up a coloring
pencil, kick up your feet, sit back and relax and color yourself a great picture!!!
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